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Abstract
Service oriented software architectures that are aware of business processes will form the core of
operational IT landscapes in the future. This contribution starts with an introduction of the state of
the art in service oriented architectures. A concrete case study identifies central requirements that
are not satisfied by these architectures so far. The authors argue that semantically rich descriptions of
services are essential to tap the full potential of service oriented architectures in enterprise environments.
This regards matchmaking and binding of services, integration of new services as well as the costefficient development of added value services by composing semantically described basic services. This
paper introduces a semantic service platform that implements dynamic matchmaking, composition and
binding of semantically described services. Finally its functionality and possible application scenarios
are outlined.

1

Introduction
Today’s software architectures in business environments are challenged to meet the changing require-

ments of the market rapidly and cost-efficiently. Because of realizing considerable competitive advantages by reacting swiftly and adequately to new requirements, the development of appropriate systems
and technologies plays a decisive role in the design of software architectures in enterprise environments.
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A central property of these architectures is the delivery of clearly defined functionality that is available
in a modular design and can be used in a flexible way. Service oriented software architectures present a
promising approach for this. It is assumed that they will form the core of operational IT landscapes in
the future.
This contribution introduces the state of the art in the domain of service oriented architectures; it is
an extended version of [1]. A concrete case study identifies central requirements that are not satisfied by
these architectures so far. The authors argue that semantically rich descriptions of services are essential
to tap the full potential of service oriented architectures. This regards dynamic matchmaking and binding of services, automatic integration of new services as well as the cost-efficient development of added
value services by composing semantically described basic services. Finally this contribution introduces
a semantic service platform, developed in the Adaptive Services Grid (ASG) project1 . The platform
provides dynamic matchmaking, composition and binding of semantically described services. Its implemented functionality and in particular the life cycle of service delivery are discussed. Additionally
possible application scenarios will be outlined.

2

State of the Art
Increasing pressure of competition in the software industry forces system providers to expand their

clientele continuously to achieve cost reduction by measures of scale in software development and maintenance. To acquire more customers, enhancing offered functionality and making existing functionality
accessible more easily is of importance. These requirements in general result in increased complexity
and hence in a disproportionate increase of costs for software development and maintenance, in case
this bias is not met with strategies of complexity reduction. A technical and in many scenarios successful strategy is the separation of functionality into appropriate, reusable and if applicable distributed
components that realize the systems functionality. Known technologies for the implementation of such
component based systems are Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) [2], the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) [3] and Web services [18, 19].
For a long time, the separation of software systems into reusable components has been done by soft1
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ware developers almost exclusively along technical aspects. This is particularly appropriate in case the
components belong to a single organization. However the demand for short response time to market
demands (e.g. flexible adaption of whole supply and production chains to short-dated fluctuations of
demand) increasingly forces the integration of external information systems with internal information
technology. For these integration requirements the classical separation into components regarding purely
technical reusability aspects turned out to be too fine granular, too much interdependent and therewith
hard to integrate. To get a grip on these requirements software components should offer business functionality in the form of dedicated services tailored on the basis of business aspects.
A service (in this context) is a well defined functionality that is provided on electronic request. To
apply services a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is required. It defines the following roles of the
participants [5]: The service provider is the institution that offers a service by registering it with a
service broker. It is responsible for executing the published services and thus has to provide an adequate
infrastructure. A service broker offers a directory for registering new services and retrieval of existing
services. It might be the same institution as the service provider or requester. The service requester is
the institution that asks for a service. To find an applicable service the service requester asks the service
broker. If such a service is found, the services specification contains information about the service
provider and technical details about how to invoke the service.
Usage of services has two advantages for providers as well as requesters: reduction of complexity
and improved integrability. The reduction of complexity results from the fact that service oriented architectures separate the whole functionality of the system into several encapsulated part functionalities
and make them individually available. The adaption of systems towards business environments takes
advantage of the fact that services are constructed, encapsulated and documented along business aspects
and not mainly along technical aspects.
Regarding technical issues services may be implemented using different technologies that allow invocation of component functionality over networks. Comparatively widespread are standardized Web services. As base of communication they mostly use the established Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
[6] known from the area of the World Wide Web. As a universal data format the Extensible Markup
Language (XML) [7] is used that features high flexibility and broad availability of tools and libraries
for processing XML documents. Service calls are generally handled by using the Simple Object Access
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Protocol (SOAP) [4]. In addition to invocation and communication protocols standardized formats for
description and matchmaking of Web services are defined. Web services are usually described by a
document utilizing the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [8]. This document describes how
service calls are technically realized. It contains information about the server the request needs to be sent
to, the name of the method that is going to be invoked as well as the XML schema the input and output
data (messages) have to correspond to. Such WSDL documents are stored at the service broker at the
registration time of the service. A standard for the communication with service directories is also specified: Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [9]. This standard allows services to be
specified and searched for by means of business categories and service types (tModels). Additionally
service descriptions using natural languages can be stored. Though (Web) services ease the integration
of software systems by their business oriented and modular design, they are not able to solve the basic
problem of integration: In general it is not possible to forward the results of a service invocation as the
input of the next service directly without conversion or change. Since computers are not able to “understand” the processed data in terms of human thinking, software systems depend on detailed descriptions
of the processing steps for the data transformation in form of programs. The writing of such software is
a tedious process that requires professional employees, who understand the technical aspects as well as
the business dimensions of the data and the underlying processes.
A concrete, however simple integration example for such a problem is described below: We assume
that an enterprise wants to integrate a customer management system of an Anglo-Saxon manufacturer
into the existing Enterprise Resource Planning system of a company. Functionalities of the customer
management system shall be integrated into the following customer request handling process: In case
an official in charge is called, the most likely address of the calling customer and all the open orders of
this customer or customer group shall be displayed to the official automatically by using the transmitted
telephone number for identification. For the reason of simplicity it is assumed that this scenario can be
realized by invoking two services. The first service is provided by the customer management system
and offers the functionality to determine an address on the basis of a telephone number. Since this is
an English software provider the specified data format for the address as the output of the service is:
“full name”, “address”, “city”, “state”, “ZIP”, “country”.
The second required service for this process is provided by the existing Enterprise Resource Planning
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system, it uses the address as an input and offers the functionality to open a screen form on the desktop of
the official that displays a choice of all open orders for the given address. Since this service is provided
by a German system in our scenario the address as an input for the service is assumed to correspond
to the following data format: “Name”, “Straße”, “Hausnummer”, “PLZ”, “Stadt”, “Land”. Each block
of the address contains the following parts of the information: name, street, house number, post code,
town and country. It is easy to see that the two data formats do not match. Current software systems
are not able to convert the information from the first data format to the second data format without the
aid of a programmer who specifies corresponding transformation rules. Even in this small example the
implementation of such transformation rules is relatively laborious. As an example the street and the
house number have to be extracted from the block “address” using appropriate rules. A simple one-toone transformation that merely exchanges the block names is not applicable especially to complex data
structures as for example invoices or orders. Additionally, in the worst case such transformation rules
might be needed for every composition of two services.
Beside the problem of data transformation the composition of services to obtain business processes
is a challenging task. Composition of services is of importance, because it improves the reusability
of services and hence contributes to cost reduction. However qualified employees, who are able to
discover services using the process specifications or descriptions of the tasks and correctly combine
them considering transformation rules are needed for the composition of services. Because of the fact
that modern software systems in general may offer a huge amount of services and that integration may
involve several systems developed by different groups, the discovery of proper services by using simple
natural language classification criteria - as for example offered by a UDDI directory - is a complicated
endeavour. This among other things is caused by differing terminologies and different interpretations of
the facts. Because of the high manual effort that is required for the realization of business processes a
continuous adjustment of these processes is suitable to only a limited extend. Therefore further actions
are required for (Web) services to increase their flexibility and implementation efficiency and realize this
goal in future service platforms.
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Semantic Description of Services
The cause of the manual effort in combining services to obtain business processes is the syntactic

nature of the usual service and data schema descriptions. Merely the technical invocation of services and
the structure of the corresponding data is described. A formal description of the functionality of a service
and the meaning of its data structures is missing. For a computer the sometimes available informal
descriptions in natural language are mostly useless. Likewise self-explanatory names for methods and
data blocks or attributes are not of great value for a computer. It is of no difference for a computer if data
blocks are labelled with self-explanatory names like “name”, “street”, “house number”, “zip code”,
“town” and “country” or if they are assigned abstract names like “a”, “b”, “c”, “d”, “e”, “f”. Using
syntactic descriptions of data structures the computer may only verify if the data blocks of an input
message have the required names at the right place to process them according to its program.
To assist a software system to comprehend the functionality and the meaning of services and data
structures to a limited extent an expansion of the so far purely syntactic descriptions of services and definitions of data structures by semantic descriptions is required. One possibility to achieve this goal is to
use logical expressions consisting of concepts of an existing and generally accepted ontology. Ontology
as a term was originally used in the area of philosophy. Computer science has seized the term ontology,
but has adjusted the meaning of this term to its needs [10, 11]. The fundamental meaning of the term
ontology has been agreed upon in informatics, but detailed questions are still under discussion. Consequently no generally acknowledged definition has prevailed yet. This article is based on the following
definition: Ontology is a model of linguistic means of expressions several actors have agreed to and that
are used for communication between these actors [12]. Furthermore, a model is a representation of a
system of objects for the purpose of a subject. It is constructed by humans (modellers) and is represented
by a system of symbols (modelling language). Correspondingly an ontology contains concepts and relations between these concepts and respective identifiers that have a fixed and accepted meaning within a
certain environment of communication partners. Occasionally ontologies are called models of technical
terms in companies. For the usage of an ontology by a software system a description of the ontology
using a formal language is needed. Currently popular languages that are partly still in development are
the Web Service Modeling Language(WSML) [14] in Europe and the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
[15] in the American area.
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A Semantic Services Platform
In this section the main concepts of a semantic services provisioning platform are introduced. We have

implemented a prototypical version of such a platform in the EU-funded Adaptive Services Grid (ASG)2
project. Our platform discovers and composes services to subprocesses using semantically specified
data structures and services, based on domain ontologies using WSML. These specifications serve as
a starting point for the specification of the semantics of data schemes that are the basis of potentially
different services. An unambiguous, automated transformation rule facilitates the transformation of
the ontology to a specific XML schema, used to capture data exchange between services. To illustrate
domain ontologies, Figure 1 demonstrates a simplified visualization of a section of a domain ontology
referring to the above mentioned integration example and how the data structures of the ontology are
represented as XML schema. Furthermore it shows how the data structures of the above mentioned
sample CRM and ERP systems are mapped to the schema of the platform.
The number of required mappings of schemes depends on the number of systems to integrate and
it is of proportional growth, which is a benefit of using a central data schema that is derived from the
domain ontology. If such a central data schema is not used the number of mappings to be implemented
depending on the number of systems or interfaces to be integrated grows in a fast disproportionate
manner. See Figure 2 for comparison.
A service needs to be registered to become applicable within the platform. At registration time the following information about a service will be deposited: the semantic service specification, non-functional
properties of the service and grounding of the service. The semantic service specification defines input
and output data structures referring to the domain ontology. Preconditions and effects (exceeding simple
data input and output descriptions) may be defined in the semantic service specification.
This allows to specify a service to have a telephone number as input and an address as output data
that the returned address is not just any address but the address for the specified telephone number. (The
example assumes that each telephone number is associated with exactly one address.) This information
is required for a complete semantic specification of the service, otherwise the relation between input
and output data in the example above is imprecise. Another service might exist, also having a telephone
number as input and an address as output data that returns the address of the telephone provider for the
2
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specified telephone number instead. Without a complete semantic specification of a service including
preconditions and effects such a distinction of functionality is only possible be the means of natural
language documentation, which is not processable automatically.
Figure 3 depicts a simplified visualization of the semantic specifications of the services from the
integration example (service 1 and 2). Service 1 is specified as a service receiving a telephone number
as input. As output it returns an address related to the received telephone number. Additionally the
service assures that only customer addresses are returned. Service 2 on the other hand needs the address
of a customer (customer address) as input and returns an order, whereas this order is directly displayed
on the customer advisers monitor. Service 3 is of the same syntactical type as service 1 regarding input
and output data, but instead of returning a customers address it returns the address of the telephone
provider supplying the specified phone number. Such a difference of functionality is not visible on the
level of purely syntactical definitions of a service, but can be presented and distinguished using formal
semantic definitions.

5

Life Cycle of Service Delivery
The processing of a call and the delivery of a service by the platform differs from the approach of cur-

rent service platforms. In present systems a certain service invocation is always relayed to a previously
statically bound service. The semantic service provisioning platform implemented in the ASG-project
forwards the invocation to a composition component. This component automatically composes a new
service from several services offering parts of the needed functionality. To raise the performance of the
automated composition we implemented a heuristics as described in [20].
5.1

Planning Sub-Cycle

The service request sent to the platform consists of multiple semantic building blocks: starting state,
goal state and probably side conditions for non-functional properties and optimization criteria. Building
blocks that are of highest importance are the starting state and goal state, because they define the semantic functionality of the desired service. The starting state comprises the semantic description of the
actual situation which is the given base for a service. This includes in particular the already given data
relevant for the desired service that have to be part of the concepts of the domain ontology.
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order

display

The goal state describes the desired result of the service call that has to be reached from the given
starting state. It usually contains a list of the desired data structures or concepts of the ontology and
effects. Accordingly the starting state and the goal state are analogical to the semantic specification of
a service. However they do not represent the functionality of an existing, but rather the functionality
of a desired service. In addition to the wanted functionality restrictions on non-functional properties
may be defined. These restrictions might be used for example to prevent or to assure services of certain
providers to be chosen for execution by the platform, because of security issues. Alternatively any other
restrictions like processing time or costs may be defined on properties of services that are modeled in the
domain. Optimization criteria (for example minimum processing time or least costs) serve to acquaint
the platform which services or service compositions to choose in case several functionally equal and
matching services or service compositions are available.
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Incoming service requests are processed by the platform in three steps as can be seen in Figure 4. The
first step is the planning sub-cycle. In the simplest case it searches for a service that completely accomplishes the request. If such a service is not available the system tries to find a service composition that is
beginning with the starting state leads to the goal state. Composing services is also done stepwise by the
platform firstly identifying services that are executable in the starting state because of their preconditions
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being fulfilled. For each one of these services the expected state after its execution is computed by the
platform. This operation is called virtual execution, because the services are not actually executed, but
the state after the execution is estimated using their semantic specification. Considering this computed
state the platform evaluates if it is closer to the specified goal state. The best service regarding this evaluation is chosen by the platform and added to a preliminary service composition. Based on the current
estimated end state new services are searched for that are executable and whose end state is closer to
the desired goal state. These steps are carried out until reaching the goal state. A full description of the
heuristics used is presented in [20].
The service composition is stored as an extended BPEL4WS document[17] in the platform. Extending
this document format allows for storing semantic descriptions for the services instead of firmly bound
services. Thus reusability and flexibility of service compositions is enhanced, since deciding which
concrete service is going to be bound is done during run time of the service composition. Consequently
the decision of binding a concrete service is kept dynamic and flexible and simultaneously a composed or
manually modeled service composition can be reused without having to go through the whole planning
sub-cycle again. For frequently recurring requests this is especially advantageous.
5.2

Binding Sub-Cycle

In the next step called binding sub-cycle the appropriate services according to the semantic descriptions of the services contained in the service composition from the first step are searched for and bound
to the composition. The binding sub-cycle also regards dynamic non-functional properties in contrary
to the planning sub-cycle that merely considers static non-functional properties. During the binding
sub-cycle all functionally appropriate services for each service specification contained in the service
composition are sought out. Afterwards dynamic non-functional properties are queried or negotiated if
supported by the service. On the basis of this information a combination of services is chosen during
the binding sub-cycle that meets possibly defined restrictions concerning non-functional properties on
the one hand and on the other hand fulfills the optimization criteria preferably well. Finally the chosen
services are bound to the service composition that is now stored in the system as a normal BPEL4WS
document. In the case that functional properties of a single service have been negotiated, a service level
agreement is drawn up by both sides and kept in the platform. As in the planning sub-cycle bound service
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compositions of frequent or time-critical requests may be cached or manually provided if necessary.
5.3

Enactment Sub-Cycle and Exception Handling

In the last step called enactment sub-cycle the bound service composition is executed. Single services
of the composition are either executed in sequence or if possible in parallel. Invocation of the services is
done using the service proxy that transforms the input data to the required XML data schema if needed
and also transforms the results to the data schema based on the domain ontology. After execution of
all services contained in the composition is completed the goal of the request is usually reached and the
result is returned to the service consumer who has invoked the service.
Since the execution of a service may fail due to many reasons the platform implements a three-stage
handling of errors and exceptions (exception handling). The first stage is embedded in the enactment
sub-cycle. With its help smaller communication errors of the types “connection aborted” or “server not
available” can be corrected, as far as they can be resolved by re-initiating the communication connection
or using an alternative server of the affected provider. Such a correction neither affects non-functional
properties nor the structure of the semantic service composition of the invocation en bloc. Cases that can
not be handled by the first stage, for example if a connection to a server of a specific provider cannot be
established because of a lasting network failure, are forwarded to the second stage of error handling.
The second stage is implemented in the binding sub-cycle and a new alternative provider for a concrete
semantically specified service block of the service composition is sought. If a provider is found, it will
be bound to the service composition at this position and the execution is returned to the enactment subcycle for further processing. Since a new provider has been chosen the non-functional properties of
the whole service composition have been changed, whereas the basic structure of the composition is
maintained. Besides the non-functional property “provider” other non-functional properties like “price”
or “processing time” of the service execution may have changed, too. However these changes may only
go as far as the restrictions on the non-functional properties as defined in the original request are not
violated. Consequently this stage may also not be able to handle the error if either an alternative service
provider cannot be found to substitute a faulty service or the conditions of a possible substitution violate
the defined restrictions. In this case the error is passed to the planning sub-cycle for re-planning of the
whole service composition.
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The third stage tries to use the currently achieved state of the service composition as a given starting
state and attempts to reach the defined goal state from this state without using the corrupt service. This
approach is based on the assumption that the faulty service can be substituted by a composition of
multiple smaller services or can be completely eliminated by using a different procedure. If such a
composition consisting of semantic service specifications is found, it will be passed to the binding subcycle as usual. Using this approach changes the non-functional properties of the entire composition
as well as the composition itself is modified. Whereas the adherence to the restrictions of the original
request still needs to be assured. In case the third stages attempt to fix the error also fails, the platform
is not able to handle the error automatically and an error message is sent to the service consumer, who
has invoked the service.
The three stage error handling as described above deals with technical errors and exception states
that are not part of the semantic service specifications. Besides technical exception states mostly based
on communication errors services may have semantically relevant exception states. An example for a
semantically relevant exception state for the service “debit credit card” may be the credit card being
void or expired. Another example concerning the service “send package” would be the exception state
of the package being lost. If an automatic handling of these states is wanted, they have to be modeled
as possible effects of a service in the semantic service specification even if this behavior is not desired.
In current process and workflow management systems exception states of a process or workflow are
ideally modeled in advance. Accordingly processes usually become huge, complicated and hard to
maintain on the long run. Another solution for this problem is possible using the approach of automated
service composition and appropriate re-planning. The platform assumes an optimistic scenario when
planning service compositions, which means that initially only wanted effects will be planned. Hence
compositions are smaller in contrary to a complete plan of all possible exception conditions, which
increases the efficiency of the composition procedure. In case a service does not yield the wanted effect
during execution in the enactment sub-cycle, but results in a semantically specified exception state, the
partly executed service composition is directly returned to the planning sub-cycle for re-planning. Based
on the state in which part of the composition was executed successfully and the exception state of the
problematic service the platform attempts to compensate the exception state and reach the original goal
by re-planning of the remaining steps and addition of new steps. Failure is still possible for example
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caused by the absence of appropriate services for a compensation of the exception state or caused by
restrictions of their invocation. In this case a manual solution of the problem has to be taken into account
if it existent.
Besides the execution of services and service compositions the enactment sub-cycle offers tools for
automatic monitoring of services. Thus reliability and reachability of services as well as successful
delivering of results can be supervised. A profiler may eventually use the monitoring data to evaluate a
concrete service or service provider. The results of this evaluation can be used for service composition
in the planning sub-cycle to rule out non-reliable services and providers in the future.

6

Application Scenarios
A service platform offering semantically annotated services might be applicable as a market place

for services as well as in the integration of intra-company and external services. In the case of the
integration scenario depicted in Figure 5 the semantic services platform takes on the role of an intelligent
mediator and integrator operating on a high abstraction level. Services of different integrated application
systems like ERP or CRM can be invoked and combined to an integrated application system using the
platform. Additional functionality offered by the platform is the possibility to integrate external services
transparently into the system and hence make them available to all internal systems. In this context the
adaptive properties of the platform are of special use. By automated planning and binding of services
the optimal services (for example regarding costs) can be used at any given time. Furthermore the threestage error handling strategy of the platform allows for compensation of failures of single services during
run time if they can be substituted. Owing to the platform the usage of external services is simplified,
because after registration they are used by the platform automatically if they match the existing semantic
context of the applications and if they are competitive regarding their non-functional properties. The
registration and semantic adaption of services as well as providing an appropriate ontology is the task
of the company using the platform as integration tool. Hence the company has full control over the
used services, which is of advantage regarding security aspects and form of contract. The operator of
the platform can choose service providers according to his requirements and can (but does not have to)
negotiate and enforce contracts with them.
Apart from the medium term field of application as integration platform, the platform offers to be
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a market place for services in the long run (see Figure 6). This scenario includes four groups: The
basic service providers offer fundamental services that are registered with the market place, which is
operated by the market place owner. The market place owner provides the platform as a market place,
guarantees trust and is responsible for maintenance and provision of an ontology. An important task is
the verification if registered services actually offered meet their described functionality. In this context
the monitoring and profiling functionality of the platform are useful. The platform on the other hand
provides its registered services to the end service providers. The end service providers use these services
to build light weight applications that are then offered to institutional or private end service consumers.
Two approaches are faced regarding an implementation of the form of contract between the parties. In
the first approach the basic service providers and the market place owner conclude a contract concerning
the modalities of the offered services and the market place owner also concludes a contract with the end
service providers concerning usage of the services. In this solution the market place owner bears the
liability risks in case of a faulty service execution, which however entails the advantage of increased
trust in the market place. Alternatively the market place can merely be an intermediary for the offered
services. In this case a digital form of contract is required in order to establish contracts between the end
service providers and the basic service providers regarding the usage of services during run time. This
second alternative, being more interesting in the long term with respect to facilitating a very dynamic and
flexible platform for electronic services, places high requirements on the market place owners infrastructures for security, encryption and signatures. Finally it should be noted that the above presented market
place scenario is a long term vision which needs more detailed elaboration in the future to analyze its
practicability.

7

Attraction Booking Application
This section introduces one particular application that is built on top of the semantic process platform.

A traveller in a foreign city is looking for local attractions, e.g. to see a movie or to visit a theatre.
The traveller uses her Personal Digital Assistant to access an end customer application that is run, for
example, by a telecommunications company.
The telecommunications company takes advantage from semantic specifications that are generated
by the application when the user interacts with the system. Therefore the application provides a high
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degree of flexibility. The interaction of the user with the system is shown in Figure 7. The user can
select a particular attraction based on keyword and category search. The attractions are then selected
based on a semantic request sent to the semantic services platform via the end user application. The
attraction details are returned to the PDA of the user, who may then select it. Once selected, the route to
the attraction is shown, the attraction is reserved and the ticket can be booked and paid.
The detailed interaction flow is shown in Figure 8. States in the interaction flow are shown as rectangles and state transitions induced by the user are shown by rounded rectangles. This interaction flow
also shows how the user can navigate between the interaction screens shown above. Notice that this
interaction flow is coded in the end user application. After the user got a list of attraction, she can get
the details and can also request the route to the attraction. This functionality is realized by a service
composition, as detailed below. When the attraction is booked, the reservation view is entered, followed
by the payment view and the confirmation view. After discussing the overall interaction flow we now
turn to the realization of the application based on the platform introduced above.
The high degree of flexibility introduced by the semantic services approach can be illustrated by the
route description functionality of the system. This flexibility is introduced by the late binding of service
implementations to particular service specifications and the ability to re-plan service compositions. In
order to discuss these aspects in more detail, a subset of the service landscape is shown in Figure 9. In
that figure, each service available is represented by a rounded rectangle with input parameters and output
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1. Find Attraction (SearchView)

2. Show Attractions (SearchResultView)
Attractions (K: Jazz, C: Event)

Attraction Search

Keyword:

Jazz

Category:

Event

Results:

5

Find
3. Show Attraction Details (DetailsView)

Name

Category

Jacques Loussier Trio

Concert

Viktoria Tolstoy

Concert

History of Jazz

Exhibition

Ray

Movie

Back

Details
5. Book Attraction (ReservationView)

4. Give Route Description (RouteView)

Attraction Details

Route Description

Step 1 - Attraction Reservation

Concert - Jacques Loussier Trio

Berlin Concert Hall

Concert - Jacques Loussier Trio

Date:

6.5.2004

Time:

8:00 pm – 10:00 pm

Time:

8:00 pm – 10:00 pm

Artist:

Jacques Loussier (drums),
Benoit Dunoyer De Segonzac
(bass), Andre Arpino (drums)

Artist:

Jacques Loussier (drums),
Benoit Dunoyer De Segonzac
(bass), Andre Arpino (drums)

Location: Berlin Concert Hall
Kurfürstenstrasse 58
10785, Berlin
Price:
Back

Date:

market

6.5.2004

People:

2

Back

Make Offer

1. Go down to the corner of Kurfürstenstrasse
and Potsdamer Strasse
2. Follow the Potsdamer Strasse up to the ...

22 € - 50 €
Route

Book

Back

6. Pay Tickets (PaymentView)

7. Show Tickets (ConfirmationView)

Step 2 – Ticket Payment

Step 3 – Ticket Confirmation

Concert - Jacques Loussier Trio

Concert - Jacques Loussier Trio

Time:
Seats:
Price:

Time:
Seats:
Price:

6.5.2004 8:00 – 10:00 pm
H10, H11
70 €

Payment:

Credit Card (4521)

6.5.2004 8:00 – 10:00 pm
H10, H11
70 €

Type:
Card #:

Credit Card

2005

12

CVV:

123

Back

10785

Tickets:

5342 2880 6031 4521

Expires on:

#

Seat

1.

H10

2.

H11

Accept

Input Field

Book

Code
112233032112
112233032113
Save

Attraction

Button

Customer

Ok

Route

Figure 7. Attraction Booking Scenario: End Customer Interaction Flow
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Figure 8. Detailed Interaction Flow

parameters attached to the left hand side and right hand side of it, respectively. The parameters map to
concepts of a domain ontology (not discussed in detail).
Coordinates

Route
Calculation

Attraction

Route
Description

Route

Route

Route
Description

Figure 9. Initial Service Landscape

When the application got hold of the current coordinates of the traveller and the attraction that she
selected, the route calculation service can be invoked. This service takes the coordinates of the traveller
and the attraction and returns as output parameters the route, which is an ordered set of coordinates. This
route can be used as input to the route description services. This service takes both and returns a bitmap
image of a map with the route shown in the map. By dynamic service composition, these two services
are executed in sequence, and the result is delivered to the PDA of the traveller.
Now assume that a new service is registered in the platform. This service is shown in Figure 10. The
service composition component can then provide the functionality required to fulfil the semantic request
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Coordinates
Route
Planning
Route
Description

Attraction

Figure 10. Additional Service enters Service Landscape

by just a single service3 . Therefore the new route planning service is used to realize the application.
This means that a dynamic change in the service landscape is immediately exploited by the platform.
No change in the application is required to adapt to this change in the service landscape.
The system is also able to respond to exceptions by re-planning a service composition. To illustrate
this functionality, consider that the new route planning service does not respond to the invocation by
the platform. In this case, the platform uses semantic specifications to replan the service composition
and to again use the two services that were used in the first example. This means that while the system
runs the platform is able to dynamically use another service composition and to enact it. This can be
characterized as one form of self-healing: the platforms heals the defective service (route planning) by
two semantically equivalent services (route calculation and route description).

8

Conclusion
This contribution argues that the full potential of service based software architectures can only be

reached by extending the currently available syntactic descriptions of services with semantic descriptions. Such an extension facilitates the dynamic matchmaking and composition of services by means of
service descriptions to realize added value services and to make them available to the market through
applications. Prototypic applications like the Adaptive Services Grid are trend setting projects on the
way of completely exploiting the potential of service based software architectures. To mobilize this
long term goal in practical a close cooperation between research institutes and the software industry is
required from the current point of view to combine technical and academic expertise in the context of
service based software architectures.
3

The service composer tries to find service compositions with a minimum number of services. Other heuristics taking

into account non-functional parameters like response time or cost might also be used by the service composer.
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